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Abstract

On-line dialogue policy learning is the
key for building evolvable conversational
agent in real world scenarios. Poor initial
policy can easily lead to bad user experi-
ence and consequently fail to attract suf-
ficient real users for policy training. We
propose a novel framework, companion
teaching, to include a human teacher in
the on-line dialogue policy training loop
to address the cold start problem. Here,
dialogue policy is trained using not only
user’s reward but also teacher’s example
action as well as estimated immediate re-
ward at turn level. Simulation experiments
showed that, with a small number of hu-
man teaching dialogues, the proposed ap-
proach can effectively improve user expe-
rience at the beginning and smoothly lead
to good performance with more user inter-
action data.

1 Introduction

Statistical dialogue management has attracted
great interest in both academia and industry due to
its promise of data-driven interaction policy learn-
ing. Since policy learning is a sequential decision
problem, reinforcement learning (RL) has been
widely used for policy training. Partially observ-
able Markov decision process (POMDP) (Kael-
bling et al., 1998), as the mainstream approach,
has been reported to achieve impressive perfor-
mance gain compared to rule-based DM (Williams
and Young, 2007; Young et al., 2010). However, it
is still rarely used in real world scenarios. This is
largely because most POMDP based policy learn-
ing research is usually carried out using either a
user simulator or unreal users (such as lab users).

The off-line trained policy is not guaranteed to
work well in real world scenarios. Therefore, on-
line policy learning has been of great interest. We
believe that an ideal on-line policy learning frame-
work should be measured using two criteria:

• Efficiency reflects how long it takes for the
on-line policy learning algorithm to reach a
satisfactory performance level.

• Safety reflects whether the initial policy can
satisfy the quality-of-service requirement in
real-world scenarios during on-line policy
learning period.

Most previous studies of on-line policy learn-
ing have been focused on the efficiency issue,
such as Gaussian process reinforcement learning
(GPRL)(Gasic et al., 2010), deep reinforcement
learning (DRL) (Fatemi et al., 2016; Williams and
Zweig, 2016; Su et al., 2016), etc. On the other
side, safety is a pre-requisite for the efficiency to
be achieved. This is because, no matter how ef-
ficient the algorithm is, an unsafe on-line learned
policy can lead to bad user experience at the begin-
ning of learning period and consequently fail to at-
tract sufficient real users to continuously improve
the policy. Therefore, it is important to address the
safety issue, on which little work has been done.

In this paper, a novel safe on-line policy learn-
ing framework is proposed, referred to as com-
panion teaching. This is a human-machine hy-
brid RL framework. Different from the whole dia-
logue based human demonstration approach (Chi-
naei and Chaib-draa, 2012), here a human teacher
accompanies the machine and provides immediate
hands-on guidance at turn level during on-line pol-
icy learning period. This will lead to a safer policy
learning process since the learning is done before
any possible dialogue failure at the end.
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Figure 1: Companion Teaching Framework for On-line Policy Learning

A major contribution of the paper is to introduce
example actions of the human teacher to guide on-
line policy learning of the agent. Furthermore, we
combine example action based guidance with an
additional action prediction model to continuously
give extra supervision reward signal in teacher’s
absence. Simulated experiments using deep Q-
learning show that the combined teaching strategy
significantly improves both safety and efficiency
within a fixed time budget of the human teacher.

2 Companion Teaching for On-line
Dialogue Policy Learning

Including human in the loop has been recognized
as an effective way to accelerate on-line policy
learning (Thomaz and Breazeal, 2006; Khan et
al., 2011; Cakmak and Lopes, 2012; Loftin et al.,
2016). Most previous approaches employ teaching
signals at the end of dialogues, either the whole
human-to-human dialogue history or a single re-
ward to evaluate the human-machine dialogue per-
formance (Su et al., 2016; Ferreira and Lefèvre,
2015). Here, we propose a new three-party turn-
level human-machine hybrid learning framework
to address both the safety and the efficiency issues
of on-line policy learning.

2.1 Companion Teaching Framework

In the companion teaching framework, there
are three intelligent participants: machine dia-
logue manager (agent), human user and human
teacher. Dialogue manager consists of dialogue
state tracker and policy model. The goal of on-
line policy learning is to learn policy from data

via interaction with human users in real scenarios.
Here, human teacher is the extra party compared
with the classic statistical dialogue manager archi-
tecture (Young et al., 2013). The human teacher,
as a companion of the agent, guides policy learn-
ing at each turn, hence, referred to as companion
teaching. The framework is depicted in figure 1:

At each turn, the ASR/SLU module receives an
acoustic input signal from the human user and the
dialogue state tracker keeps the dialogue state up-
to-date in the form of dialogue act. In this pa-
per, it is assumed that the dialogue states from the
tracker are transparent to both policy model and
human teacher. The human teacher then deter-
mines whether to teach the policy model or not and
chooses an appropriate way to guide the learning
of the policy model. Once the policy model gets
a training signal, either from the teacher or from
the user, it can update the policy parameters us-
ing reinforcement learning. Since the “teaching”
is carried out at turn level with immediate effect,
it is likely that bad choices resulting from the poor
or unstable policy can be effectively reduced.

Note that the assumption of dialogue state shar-
ing between policy model and the human teacher
is consistent with realism for two reasons. First,
under the real work model of customer service,
call-center people needs to refer to database query
results given by the system, which must con-
tain the information of dialogue states inferred by
the system. Second, when support staffs reply
to clients, they often choose replies among sev-
eral recommended candidates rather than type an-
swers. This fact implies human can observe sys-
tem’s dialogue act and even reply in this format.
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2.2 Teaching Strategy

As indicated in figure 1, there are two switches
representing two strategies of teaching.

Teaching via Critic Advice (CA) corresponds
to the right switch in figure 1. The key idea is
for the human teacher to give the policy model
an extra immediate reward signal which differ-
entiates between good actions and bad actions.
CA is also referred to as turn-level reward shap-
ing, which has been investigated in various ap-
plications (Wiewiora et al., 2003; Thomaz and
Breazeal, 2008; Judah et al., 2010). Previous
works show that teaching agent via additional
turn-level critic advice can make agent signifi-
cantly outperform those under pure RL. A major
problem of Critic Advice based teaching is that the
critique signal can only be given after a hazardous
action is taken by the system. It may not be able to
dramatically improve system policy immediately.
Hence, it is hard to avoid unsafe situations while
system is trying to do exploration, especially, at
the beginning of learning.

To address the shortcoming of CA, we pro-
pose Teaching via Example Action (EA). It cor-
responds to the left switch in figure 1. Here,
the human teacher directly gives an example ac-
tion at a particular state. The system can learn
from teacher’s action by considering the action as
its own exploration action within the RL frame-
work. Note that this strategy is distinctly different
from imitation learning in (Abbeel and Ng, 2004).
The goal of imitation learning is to figure out the
teacher’s reward function rather than updating the
system’s policy parameters. In contrast, in the
companion teaching framework, the role of hu-
man teacher’s example action is more like a guid-
ance to agent exploration and agent will still get a
corresponding reward from the environment. This
training method is pragmatic since it prevents un-
safe situations during starting period by guiding
agent’s exploration. However, this EA approach
requires more time cost of the human teacher than
the CA approach.

The critic advice method can make the learning
more effective and the example action method can
make the learning process safer. In order to take
advantages of both EA and CA, we further pro-
pose to combine the two, i.e. Teaching via Ex-
ample Action with Predicted Critique (EAPC).
Here, the human teacher gives an example action
and meanwhile, an extra reward ct will be given

to the policy model as well. And this extra re-
ward signal lasts even in teacher’s absence. To
form this extra reward, the example actions with
corresponding dialogue states will be collected to
train a weak action prediction model. The input of
this model is the dialogue state, and the output is
the probabilities for each action. When the human

Algorithm 1 EAPC Algorithm
Require:

Observe No steps teaching before training the
action prediction model P . the interval Ni of
updating P , the maximal extra reward δ > 0.

1: Initialize policy model π and action prediction
model P

2: Initialize replay memory D = {} and teacher
experience E = {}

3: for episode = 1, N do
4: Update the dialogue state s0
5: for t = 0, T do
6: Set extra reward ct ← 0
7: Get system action asys

t ∼ π(·|st)
8: at ← asys

t

9: if human teaching is true then
10: Teacher gives the action atea

t

11: at ← atea
t

12: Set extra reward ct ← δ
13: Store the pairs (st, a

sys
t ) in E

14: if |E| > No and Ni%|E| = 0 then
15: Supervised training P on dataset E
16: end if
17: else
18: if |E| > No then
19: P(st) predicts a apred

t and tells the
estimated probability p

20: if asys
t = apred

t then
21: ct ← δp
22: else
23: ct ← −δp
24: end if
25: end if
26: end if
27: Give the action at to the environment,

observe the reward rt and update the di-
alogue state st+1

28: r′t = rt + ct
29: Store {st, at, r

′
t, st+1} in D

30: Update the policy model π by RL
31: end for
32: end for
33: return policy π
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teacher is not involved in, the supervised model
will predict the most probable teacher action under
the current dialogue state. If the predicted action
is same as the action given by the policy model,
the extra reward δ discounted by the probability
of the predicted action will be given to the policy
model. Otherwise, the extra reward−δ discounted
by the probability of the predicted action will be
given to the policy model. This method is shown
as algorithm 1.

2.3 Reinforcement Learning Algorithm

The companion teaching framework does not de-
pend on a specific reinforcement learning algo-
rithm, hence is compatible with all existing algo-
rithms. In this paper, we implement a Deep Q-
Network (DQN) (Mnih et al., 2015) with two hid-
den layers to map a belief state st to the values
of the possible actions at at that state, Q(st, at; θ),
where θ is the weight vector of the neural network.

In DQN, two techniques were proposed to over-
come the instability of neural network training,
namely experience replay and the use of a target
network (Mnih et al., 2015). At every turn, the
transition including the previous state st, previ-
ous action at, corresponding reward r′t and cur-
rent state st+1 is put in a finite pool D . When
the teaching method EA is used in the t-th turn,
at = atea

t , otherwise at = asys
t . When CA is

used, r′t = rt + ct, otherwise r′t = rt. Once
the pool has reached its maximum size, the oldest
transition will be deleted. During training, a mini-
batch of transitions is uniformly sampled from the
pool, i.e. (st, at, r

′
t, st+1) ∼ U(D). This method

removes the instability arising from strong corre-
lation between the subsequent transitions of a dia-
logue. Additionally, a target network with weight
vector θ− is used. This target network is similar
to the Q-network except that its weights are only
copied every K steps from the Q-network, and
remain fixed during all the other steps. The loss
function for the Q-network at each iteration takes
the following form:

L(θ) = E(st,at,r′
t,st+1)∼U(D)[(

r′t + γmax
at+1

Q(st+1, at+1; θ−)−Q(st, at; θ)
)2
]

where γ ∈ [0, 1] is the discount factor.

3 Experiments

Simulation experiments were performed to assess
the proposed companion teaching framework and
three different teaching strategies.

We implement an agenda-based user simulator
(Schatzmann et al., 2007) to emulate the behavior
of the human user, and use a well-trained policy
model with success rate 0.78 serving as the hu-
man teacher in our experiment. As for data set,
we use the Dialogue State Tracking Challenge 2
(DSTC2) dataset (Henderson et al., 2014), which
is in a restaurant information domain. This do-
main has 7 slots of which 4 can be used by the
system to constrain the database search. The sum-
mary action space consists of 16 summary actions.
We use a rule-based tracker (Sun et al., 2014) for
dialogue state tracking.

As the reward, at each turn, a reward of -1 was
given to the policy model, and at the end of the
dialogue a reward of +30 was given if the dialogue
finishes successfully. The maximal extra reward δ
is 1, and the maximum of turns is 20.

During training, the teacher has a fixed time
budget of 1500 turns to perform teaching at the
beginning. Intermediate policies were recorded at
every 500 dialogues. Each policy was then evalu-
ated using 1000 dialogues when testing.

3.1 Evaluation Metrics

We mainly care about safety and efficiency in
the comparison of different teaching strategies of
companion teaching for dialogue policy learning.

The degree of safety can be assessed by investi-
gating the moving success rate-#dialogue curve in
training, which reflects the real performance expe-
rienced by users when training our system on-line
with different teaching strategies. If the success
ratio keeps high in the curve, we think it is safe.

The efficiency should be evaluated by the learn-
ing speed: How fast our system can learn from
user interaction and human teaching. It can be
evaluated by the number of dialogues required to
achieve a reasonable performance in the testing
curve.

3.2 Experiment Results

We compared the moving average success rate 1

for three different teaching strategies and the re-
sults are given in Figure 2. We can figure out that

1For each point on the curve, the success rate is the aver-
age of previous 1000 dialogues when training.
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Figure 2: The training curves of moving aver-
age success rate. The top and the bottom are the
means and standard deviations of success rate re-
spectively for 3 trials.

the policy with EAPC teaching strategy performs
best when training, with always more than 70%
average success rate, which means that the learn-
ing with EAPC is safer. Better still, the standard
deviation is also the smallest, which indicates a
stable learning process. Besides, EA has similar
performance with EAPC, both of them can achieve
the requirement of safety when training.

In figure 3, we compared the testing curves
and investigated the learning efficiency of differ-
ent strategies. The results show that the learn-
ing with EAPC is more efficient and maintains the
lowest derivation during learning. After 500 dia-
logues interaction, it can obtain nearly 70% suc-
cess rate, 22.4% higher compared with the one
without teaching. And it is even about 10% higher
than that of only using EA method.

Taken together, the teaching strategy EAPC can
achieve the requirement safety and efficiency of
on-line dialogue policy learning.

4 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we propose a novel framework, com-
panion teaching, to include a human teacher in the
dialogue policy training loop to make the learning
process safe and efficient. Three teaching ways are
realized and compared: critic-advice (CA) where
the teacher gives a reward, example action (EA)
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Figure 3: The testing curves of success rate. The
top and the bottom are the means and standard de-
viations of success rate respectively for 3 trials.

where the teacher gives an action, and a combi-
nation of both (EAPC). The experiments demon-
strated that our proposed EAPC teaching strategy
with a small number of teaching can achieve the
requirement of both safety and efficiency for on-
line dialogue policy learning.

Currently, the evaluation of our proposed frame-
work was only done in simulation experiments.
We expect to deploy our proposed framework with
real human teachers in real-world scenarios to ver-
ify the effectiveness of companion teaching. Fur-
thermore, in this paper, the teaching were all done
at the beginning of on-line training. This may be
too simplistic and uneconomic in real world appli-
cations. Further work will be needed to answer the
question of when for the human to teach.
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